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About This Content

This Pack will add Patchouli Knowledge to the game.

================================================================

Patchouli Knowledge

The Unmoving Great Library

Main attack: Cast a magic spell according to the current element. There are five types of elements: metal, wood, water,
fire and earth.

Sub attack: Switch to the next element.

Bomb attack: Summon the Philosopher's Stone to enhance the effect of the next magic spell.

Dodge: A normal dash with coughing.

Characteristic: Excels at offense and defense, high firepower, fragile body.
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Metal

【Basic】Summon several metal darts
【Advance】Summon a swarm of metal darts

Wood

【Basic】Summon a strong gust of wind, blowing away the enemies
【Advance】Increases the range of the spell

Water

【Basic】 Summon a water shield immune against most attacks, it explodes after a period of time
【Advance】 Increase the duration of the spell

Fire

【Basic】Summon multiple homing fireballs
【Advance】Summon more fireballs

Earth

【Basic】Summon multiple rock shards
【Advance】Increases the amount and size of rock shards
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Title: The Disappearing of Gensokyo: Patchouli Character Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
MyACG Studio
Publisher:
MyACG Studio
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Normal Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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I literally just skipped every boss in this game with this character.
what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Needs more Koakuma.. Patchouli is op. Pretty much a "Skip Boss" button. She's slow and
the time between her attacks is kind of big but the amount of damage she does when you power up her attacks with her bombs is
ridiculous. A little too ridiculous honestly.. Fun to play as :D
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Good, but needs more Byakuren.. today i play with this Character how can retrive my money back i can't use this Character
sorry. "Dodge: A normal dash with coughing."

I died XD. Anyone Else Thinking Of Constant MUKYU!. Fun to play.

Would kind of like to see the delay on spell-swapping reduced\/removed.

Also, as it stands should be renamed Patchoupi.. 11 coughs out of 10.. Introducing the best way to quick kill bosses.
She is really just fun to play. Patchouli too OP. slow and horrible charater, with random attack very hard to contrl
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